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Instruct ion to Candidates:

1) Attempt any One question from each Sections - A, Bo Co & D.

2) Section - E is compulsory.

Section - A

QI) Write an algorithm to delete the second last element of a linkelitirr'= 
I0)

Q2) What are deques and priority queues? Explain insertion and detection in a
circular queue.

Section - B
(1 x  l0 :  I0)

Q3) How an AVL tree differs from a binary search tree? How AVL are represented

_in computer memory.

Q4) Write an algorithm to find the depth of a binary tree?

sect ion-c  
( Ix Io- Io)

QS) Write a program in'C, when a graph is represented with the help of an
adjacency matrix in the RAM to insert and delete an edge/vertex in a given
graph.

Q6) Whai objective shouid be.sought in the design of a hash function? What are
. the different advantages and disadvantages of open addressing over chaining?

Section - D

lowing data items using insertion sort: 
(1 x l0 = l0)

44, 22, 7 6, t2, 52, l l  5, 35, 6, gg, 62

QS) What do you mean by an heap? Write an algorithm for a heapsort.
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Section - E
(10x2:20)

Qg) a) What is recursion? What are its drawbacks?

b) What is a stack? Explain different operations on stack.

c) Explain the difference between alray und iink"d list in terms of insertion

and searching of any data item.

d) In finding out the complexity of any algorithm, explain the tirne space

trade-offl

e) Define the tenns Path Matrix and Strongly connected.

0 Differentiate between Binary and Binary Search Tree.

g) Describe the BIG Oh notation.

h) What do you mean by doubly linked list?

D Which is more efficient Breadth first Search or Depth first Search? Why?

) How does Heap sort work?

* * *
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